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Swami: Hello
Group: Hello
Swami: Hi guys
Group: Hi Swami
Swami: So everyone having a good time?
Group: Yes
Swami: Super. So, how did Tatyana teach?
Group: Very clear, excellent, 10 out of 10
Swami: OK! Everyone can hear me?
Group: Very good.
Swami: Super! Hold on a minute. So today is the beautiful full
moon. It’s very marvelous energy today. Just keep listening to what I
am going to talk. Don’t make any noise.

Tatyana: Ok, just keep listening what he’s saying. DDon’t make
anyno noise in the middle.
Swami: Somebody can write the script and then later you can make
the clarify guys. So, Tatyana teached the beautiful JC Channels, and
Mother Divine Channels.
Basically the Jesus Christ is the most marvellous person on the planet.
And what he taught and what he experienced and what he really
learnt from Indiaand from the ancient tradition, it is the supernatural
formulas. The formulas are linked with the deep, deep, beautiful
powerful vibrations of prayers. Who really connected with the
powerful vibrations of prayers automatically they will connect to the
cosmic. The cosmic is the nature. The nature means the Mother.
Mother means who really creates the people’s souls in her womb. So
every person from the planet they came from the mother’s womb.
WWhole creation is hiddenere in the mother’s womb.
So the point is, the Jesus Christ, the Buddha and Shirdi Sai Baba, any
divine spiritual special soul who came on the planet, they have a lot
of amazing power to understanding the nature. To who really
understands the nature they really can command on the Mother.
Command means that through the love they can change the karmic,
the illusions, they can recycling the birth and death.
They link with the cosmic all the time.
So, eEven the Jesus Christ, he hads the crucifixion later. On the third
day he came back. It means there is no death at all harder he did
that,who really understooand the nature -– they always link with the
cosmic all the time.
So, iIt is the most very important thing what the Indian tradition I
teach and many people they practiced certainhave a practice of
studying yogas, the process the purpose is theof the purification in
ofthe soul levels. Actually it is a vast huge ocean of knowledge to
understand but I gaive the very shortcuts of the diksha, means,
certain process to receive in a powerful way in a short time way.
Even though you have a lot of exsuspecting and doubting and you
can’t believe it, you belong to super strict one religion – doesn’t
matter. Nature has no religion at all. The water, the earth, sky, air an

the elements, the fire – doesn't have no religion, the religion of the
true creation.
So what you really need to understandwith that guys, right now the
whole globe you can see there is a lot of amazing changes, disasters,
and beautiful creation, up and downs they are happening. As your
duty, you came here in human form, you came as a beautiful soul on
earth so it is us yourour responsibility to understand the creation. To
understand the creation we need a master (map?). You can
understand yourself for a level for one certain stage but it is very
important heto having the perfect formulas and for thevibrations of
prayers and use that and just to go.
Like a Buddha, even though he is a strong Emperor…, strong King,
strong Emperor and a lot of wealth is around him, wealthyafter he is
seeing in the market a lot of dead people is going, a lot ofold people
is going, a sick people is suffering then thathe started to realise - one
day I should also go like that. W what is the creation happening like
this? at ……………..Then he started to research the nature. The
nature he sat under the beautiful tree then he digged created the
nature formulas, he created the beautiful formulas of the
Buddhism.…………………………. through the nature. He found a lot
of formulas through the silence. All formulas are hidden in the
silence. So even whatever whatever even Syour Swami is carrying,
the information, it came from of thousand of years. The formulas
came from a lot of Maharishis and Saints, they had amazing great
success but still we are doing.
So, stop the ‘monkey mind’. Stop the suspecting nature. it is affecting
natureStop (thinking) you are human. You are not at all human. You
don’t have any problems. All your problems, that ist, who really
created you that is his problem., You don’t have any problem. really
create is his problem yYou don’t have pain. You don’t have
heartbroken. You may feel, “Oh my God, Baba, Oh my God Jesus, Oh
my God Buddha, whatever you feel, Baba, I am really heartbroken, I
am really facing lot of hurdles, ,whatever you feel headaches, every
day my life is miserable.” That is creating beautiful illusion.
that is killing I am facing ---So what you need to do to take it sporty.
It is a beautiful illusionIt is very important to have the perfect
formulas and perfect prayers

Beautiful illusion you have to think sportYou have to just pPut all
yourthe problems, and all your pains – that is His pain. Once you
accepted that then automatically all pain and suffering, all your
depression - everything goes back to the ___ in the Mother's womb.
make his
The real Mother is the Divine Mother then you automatically you
connected there. With her wWhenever you are sleeping, whenever
you really totally completelysurrender, that’s not at all your problem,
just, “You take care it.” (God) …….. She will take care. Then the
doors start to open in your life, She will take care it. Even you are a
strong believer of Shirdi Sai Baba, automatically he shewill take care
b of ecause of, you Ssurrendered ing in a beautiful way withis a deep
devotion and isyou accepted the ancient formulas through your love,
even if you didon’t understand the ancient prayers, even if you didn’t
understand the concept of the mantras. So it makes you a little
harder. Then if you open your heart even if you are able to do it or
not, opening the heart with a beautiful fragrance, it is their duty, their
job to take care of you.
So, my Dear Divine Souls, life is short, make it as sweet.
Try to digest the channels of what they really did it. Many people
have a lot of confusions, “Swami, if we really did it, these channels
this and this, we are who arereally willinggoing to connectto the
supernatural channels?' Yes, I can give youhave100% guarantee.
Yyou will connect. God is always fair. He is always fair.………. But
weyou should not carry any poison in our heart, poison of different
thoughtsblocks, hurting yourself, thinking of yourself you are such a
bad person, feeling your angry on yourself, you did the mistake, you
did the mistake, keep hypnotising yourself and insulting your soul.
did something to your soul.You do not have any right to blame on
yourself. You do not have the right to blame on somebody else. Just
whatever it is so far what you have done itin your life - simply
accept it. And try to put your life, whatever religion, whatever God,
whatever you believe in it, just to give in his hand, “Try to take care
of me.” it sSo then automatically that it is His job, He is starting to
take care of you. And at the same time try to concentrate what Swami
teach, certain prayers, have a look. Beginning it is a little harder accept it. Buta little later on, keep simply doing it, Jesus, he is doing
it, doing it then you will really fall in love with such thegreat energy.

Once if you are in that experience thegreat energy it is their duty to
take care of you. That experience, that energy will come and pour in
your life most amazingly. energy of Karmas, in what your life
……..the most amazing.Thatere areis the most important to
experience the divine grace, andthe divine fragrance in your life,
otherwise what is the reason why we are here on the planet. So it is
most important thing we should really learn it. …..
Even Tatyana & Tobias, Simone and the beautiful souls in London
these guys and Mary, they are really doing hard work and they want
to study and pretty good they studied. pretty austerities and they
want to study they are pretty good austerities.And especially Tatyana
for five six years very intensely studied. For a couple three, four years
Many people here even hereshe is super bumpy like a monkey. But
she is all the time sitting and in depression, one angle sometimes
angry, and… She is ok but I understand and I am looking at her and I
am seeing. for two years Beginning two to three years I completely
ignored her. Let’s see if she really can come up.but she okay, but I am
looking at her I am thinking two to three years come through like, she
can really come up, Then later on she started understanding and
digesting then she made it certain anglescertain angles. There are
hundreds of people like that in Swami Kaleshwar’s community..T
They have amazing experiences with the Mother, they have amazing
experiences with Jesus and they have amazing experiences
witnessing the beautiful miracles whatever it is. They really
connected Mother. but they really connect to Mother, so ySo you
might think it is a little funny and, crazy but many people have
expectation, and“Ok Swami, we give you this much dakshina,
donation, just we and you want to get like that side of it of it.” It is
not that. You have to get a little bit energy charged. I can give you
some energy guys, to lift it, that’s no problem. But at the same time
you also need to gain, to produce your own energy. tThen once you
lifted your energy yourself put your energy, lifted your soul then I
am there in the certain stage to come down a little bit to where you
are to make you to lift it.
So it is your duty also to do sadhana, practice with the patience. No
matter what, having patience and having perfect discipline in thea
proper way, if you keep doing it then God will twalk.

If you walk one step ahead to Him - He will walk ahead in front of
you 900 steps. There is a big bridge will be happen between you and
Him. Once if you reachlinked with this beautiful energy
automatically your life is bliss. Your life is such an amazing bliss that every person on the planet we need it. …………………… The
same thing the Big Boss Jesus Christ and Shirdi Sai Baba, especially
the most austerities persons on the planet – they are all the time
doing sadhana, sadhana, sadhana. (Chanting prayers)
They travelled, they investigated, they researched different formulas
and they discovered and they did it. And even though Jesus Christ is
having the crucifixion, he is a supernatural miraculous person and
whenever they’re crucifying him he really can change the nails into a
flower. formulas
………………… of a flower Whatever they are
making the whole cross to make him to carry, he can carry like that in
a simple way, no problem. He accepted another form of the Mother’s
nature. He really suffered because of for usher earth. He is giving
indirects notification as a presentation, is it given…………….. Even
though you are a supernatural master, even though you have
supernatural abilities, you are still a kid in front of the Mother. You
have to go through whatever order is given toon you. Every person
on the planet there is a reason why you came here. We have to do
oura duty to complete ourt duty and then go back.
But whatever you are seeing when you are running throughin the
garden of thishis creation, you can choose any fruit, any flower, you
can change your mind,. “I want this. I want this.” Of course He
iswould be happy to give you, but ultimately after you are seeing any
saint, any master, with supernatural avataraspower they have been
through a little hard time. The hard time means one time, the same
time, you are experiencing same time they want to see another kind
of proof. But that another end it who looks to earthus theyare really
sufferring but it is not suffering. They are taking the suffering as out
as a beautiful bliss. In the pain is the real bliss there. In the happiness
one should really enjoy, “Oh, I am really happy.”
No, that is not happy. Of course you are happy, beautiful wife,
beautiful kids, beautiful house, beautiful car, you are rich. That does
not make you happy. What makes you happy?But tThe real thing
that will make you happy, what, you how much youthe love you
receive from the God, whatever God has given you theo comfort,

okay, you are lucky. At the same time try to think what will make
you is to receive……………………even more. You think all the time
the car never stands with you, the wife she’ll stand one extent, the
children they will come for one extent, the car, bungalow it can stand
for one extent. Nobody will walk until your last journey to merging
with Him. They might walk with you until the graveyard, same time,
far away.
TheYour wife won’t come, your children kidswon’t come, your car
won’t come, your bungalow won’t come, the bank balance won’t
come, but only one thing will come to what you really created - a
beautifulhealthy good power, good karma, your good actions, good
results then somebody will come and pick you up to the beautiful
heaven. It is one hundred percent true.
So today your wlife, you might think it is your wife, you have five
kids, the five kids in the next lifetime they might come as your
beautiful friends. They might walk different places. ………………..
Body to body rerelationship that is beautiful, but it is not one
hundred percent forever. But you have to respect and share the love
between each other to sharing Aham Bramhasmi - e…verywhere is
the Brahma Consciousness, the awareness, beautiful knowledge
………. is hidden, e every plant, every bush, every creation of God,
He is there. sSo you have to start loving everything, even you see the
dark, dark personGod, whenever you start loving him then real
power will start to grow in you.
You have to kick away two things. 1. You don’t hate your life, you
don’t like it, you always sometimes feeling a bad personhour, always
seeing the bad of somebody and you’re counting the badness - not
seeing the positivebeauty of it. The bad thingsness once you start to
think, constantly it will come up. It will make your mind to
hypnotize you - all the time you are watching the badness. The mind
never give a chance to your heart and to your soul, thinking the all
what that somebody is facing, the problem.
For example, in a prison one crazy guy, whatever criminal is there,
with his emotion ……………………….he did a mistake and they
threw him in the prison. Hhe is really maybe bad but youhe also can
see there is a great love in him. ThereHe is a beautiful person. There
is a point he could notcannot control his emotion, his crazy action.

There is purpose, there is no people he is making to loving. Once if
you he start loving in a beautiful way, you can change a rock, youhe
can make a rock melt. You can make a firerock to cry - love is such a
great weapon.
So you have to think guys, the God, the symbol of forgiveness,
beautiful loving nature, loving, forgiving - he miracles start from
there, another thoughtpart, starting linking with the different deep,
deep prayers, and just giving charging to your soul. Once if you are
keep charging, charging, charging, your soul, without your notice
your soul will get strong ,………………..vacuum power, more
powerfully. Once your soul is mostgot more powerful .Tthen you
will feel a kind of Stitha Pregnatha. the greatest thing is happening in
your life you take in a sporty way. Stitha Pregnatha means that even
when crazy, bad things happening in your life, good things
happening , you take both in a sporty way, you're happy with both
sides. Thatis stage, the first stage every person need to comes up.
Then Second Stage, to understand the God nature, why God is great,
why we are not? every personWhy He is able to dois doing some
amazing uch greatthings, why we are not? Why on the ancient days
in the palm leaf books they bring? What is the depth in it?they made
the beautiful formula books Why they made in Egypt the beautiful
pyramids? Wwhy so many people togo to the Himalayas to visit the
Mount Kailash? Why many people they visit in South India tothe
Golden Temple? Why certain Saints they are demonstrating certain
miracles, why not you? What is the part that is making you to stop
not able to do certain things? If you start to making the selfrealization in you then automatically you want to see the Mother Why he does such amazing things. If he starts you want to see the
Mother,they really fall in love you want to see her. and yYou really
want to see herwho is the creator. Like Vivekananda, Paramahansa
they made it. They made it.
Even in Penukonda there is couple of hundred of Paramahamsas by
the Grace of Baba, I created these guys. I feel little bit proud because
of something whatever seeds I put in the earth. . I created these guys
…………………………………Pretty good it is grown and it is giving
beautiful fruits and flowers. It means sSome extent they got
experience, they connected it, I am happy.

So even tThis Guru Purnima many people are going to connecting to
the Big Boss Jesus Christ and they are making a big cross and they are
connecting througho the love and surrendering and through it
certain angles of their capabilities. We are all children. We are all His
children. H he will definitely take care to lift our t souls to
understand the mechanism of the nature. I hope you are
understanding thatgGuys.
Group: Yes
Swami: The most important thing, to be as a beautiful devotion and
another part we are bBorn as a human, try to respect all around the
humans and try to see all humans are equal. There is only right now
reallytwo religions what I am seeing on the planet. One is rich
religion, one is poor religion - rich person or poor person. Only right
now right relation and poor relationship sSo don’t take that
differences, one person might not have money, one person have huge
wealth. If you treating like kind of you holding, whole your life will
always be linked with the material things. One part it’s necessary,
(but) too much material things, too much attaching to material things
it’s always problematic in spirituality. No problem, but some angles
it really disturbs you guys.
Lift our souls to understand the mechanism of the nature
Two what I am seeing on the planet
Rich person and poor person. One person don’t have money, one
person has huge wealth. If he is living holding whole life is linking
with the material things, too many material things it always
problematic in spirituality. No problem but some angles it really
disturbs you guys.
Even though your Swami well blessed by Mother, Baba and Big Boss,
beautiful palace, beautiful buildings and gardens, but your Swami
always sleeping near the fire pit.looking in the fire pit. And to living,
I never ever forget my reality and where I came from and what is my
dharma, my duty to take care of it.
Your duty guys, to take care of your soul, to take care of around you
the people, their souls, and also your duty is where you came from –
try to charge your soul as much as you can. And never, ever, ever,
feel egoistic, “I created this, I created this, I am this big, I am that big.
I am the person of name and fame.” Whenever you started with ‘I’
then forget it. Once if you grown the egoism, once if you don’t know

how to respect the human being next to you, if you don’t know how
to respect the next generation then you are really in trouble. So to be
humble, to giving respect and thinking everything is happening
through some divine force through you.
Whenever youhe started to feel some divine force is making
happening amazing things in your life – whenever you admit that
it’s not you – something is making you to do this start to feel some
divine soul is making happening amazing things in your life,
whenever you accept that it is not you, something is making you to
do this, then your life starts in a beautiful way. So try to stop the
word of ‘I’. No ‘I’. Even though you are a hero if there is no God
grace with youone greater than you , you are a zero. So try to think
very deeply. 100% the a divine grace way is happening; it iIs helping.
something is making you do this
I told you gGuys one and a half, two month back, a few time back
when I was in Londondon two months ago, your Swami’s little
predictions he’s given, some little disasters, the natures is giving a
little punch. After I left London you see a little tsunami just blew up
in the ocean, again later you seen in Indonesia what happened. I hope
I try to see the cassette what …. Of what I gave the prediction. By
grace of Baba I really want to make it stop, at least if I can’t save ita
hundred steps % his happening, at least to I make it stop - sixty,
seventy stepsbut it did it.. And very soon also it is going to hit, I don’t
want to tell the place another one, but there is a symptoms for what
I am feeling it. that mMaybe you think Swami is a little crazy, but it is
not me talking it is the energy that is making me to talk. So I am not
giving a fear here just acceptingsomething whatever ist happening.
So no problem, even whatever it is, we came from Him and again we
go back to Him. So even though you are a wealthy person, you are a
poor person, you are a supernatural healer, you can do supernatural
things, final ultimately everything She needs to take care. She is
going to take care in whatever way She wants it. But we can beg with
the beautiful prayers to convince to stop certain angles. Of course we
also win the process to make Her stop certain things. So it’s good to
hear and I can feel that you are super tense now, I am feeling it.
Tatyana: He is feeling that we are super tense now.

Group: Yes (Laughter)
Swami: So Iin 15 to 20 minutes later, guys, try to sit for two hours
group meditation really beautifully thinking on chanting just :Om, or
Om Namashivaya, or just Gayatri Mantra. If you don’t like the Om
prayer just think on the light, just you go in the deep meditation
connecting to India or fe Think of India orconnecting to the nature.
And I will also sit in meditation to and send the distance healing to
you guys to awaken your soul charging if you are interested guys.
Group: Yes, Thank You.
Swami: So have a wonderful day and after 20 minutes later I am
going to sit in the meditation. So everybody I hope if you are
comfortable, sit for two hours, 120 minutes. Ok?
Tatyana: Ok.
Swami: Ok.
Tatyana: Thank you Swami - all our love.
Swami: All our love.
Tatyana: Ok. Thank you, bye, bye!

